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The trend of notebook design is thin and light, in such way some of the chassis design 
start to remove the RJ45 connector from the machine due to Wi-Fi connection is mature.  
For commercial the IT guys need the ability to manage those system under company’s 
domain, therefore they need DASH function can be support. However, there is no proper 
way to support Wi-Fi DASH on the platform in currently industry, even through the dongle 
or docking. 
Most of the dongle or docking in industry only adopt the NIC chip with ethernet connection 
capability only, it cannot provide the IT management.  
Right now, we are still working with developer to develop the first USB Type-C DASH 
dongle in industry, but by far still has lot of problem need to resolve and that USB interface 
NIC chip (RTL8156AP) is not mature, even we success launch it to marketing but it 




1. To support DASH function through docking 
2. USB Type-C connector  
3. Adopt with mature PCI-e interface NIC chip  
 
Solution: 
Currently most of the DASH NIC is PCI-e interface, the reason is most of the NIC is build-
in in the system board, for the computer without RJ45 connector the USB interface DASH 
NIC become the only solution. As mentioned in previous page, that kinds of produce is not 
mature and not launch in market yet, therefore the better way is to adopt the mature PCI-e 
DASH NIC on docking. 
As we know USB Type-A or Type-C connector is most popular in computer system, so the 
biggest challenge is how to implement PCI-e DASH NIC on USB docking? The coming 
USB4 provide a way to resolve current situation due to USB4 has TBT (thunderbolt) 
compatibility mode and it can have PCI-e device connect behind it. 
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The Realtek 8111FP PCI-e NIC chip with hardware KVM feature build in, we also been 
implemented this chip in our desktop platform and ship out to customer already, so it is 
mature technology and fulfill our customer request. Through new USB4 interface it is 
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